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Outreach Coordinator Weekly Update

Agoura Hills:
OC engaged IND who is dwelling in his vehicle at the Park and Ride. IND continues to work at
the convenient store across the street.
OC canvassed Twin Oaks and Agoura Meadows three times this week, front
and back. No contacts.
OC canvassed T.O. Blvd and located IND’s belongings that are stashed
behind a wall near T.O. Blvd and Reyes Adobe Rd. It appears that the items
have been abandoned. If the items are not claimed by the end of next week,
JT will notify the city for removal.
OC connected with JT Manwell, Public Safety Liaison, for daily update.

Calabasas:
OC received a call from Michael McConville, Management Analyst, regarding
an IND who has been loitering on Calabasas Rd. Complaints from guests to
the area have been filed with the city. IND often becomes aggressive and
threatening. IND makes a significant mess on the sidewalk, causing a hazard
to pedestrians. IND has also harassed the staff at The Six Restaurant. OC has
engaged IND on several occasions as well as submitting an LAHOP. Deputy
Mateo ticketed IND for possessing a shopping cart. OC to contact the MET
Team tomorrow morning regarding IND.
OC contacted Dan Moody from the MET Team who outreached an encampment
on Calabasas Rd. IND has been contacted on several occasions by OC and
Sheriff Deputies. IND is severely mentally ill, with a history of Psychotic
episodes. Dan did not locate IND. OC canvassed the area, however, IND was
not in the locations he usually frequents. OC to follow up. IND received a no
trespassing notice at his site and the area will be cleaned up tomorrow by the
city.
OC attempted to locate IND who has an encampment at the Park and Ride
on Calabasas Rd. IND was not at the location on either occasion. IND was
located by the MET Team yesterday and is receiving services from LAHSA.
On Thursday afternoon, the area had been completely clean. On Friday morning
the items were back. OC updated Michael McConville.
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Hidden Hills:
Oc checked in with Long Valley and Burbank gates. Nothing to report.

Malibu:
OC canvassed central Malibu including Legacy Park.
OC received a request from the city regarding a possible encampment on
a lot that was burned during the Woolsey Fire. OC engaged Male, 60s at
Cuthbert RD. IND possesses a Drivers License with the above stated
address. IND stated that he was burned out and has stayed in twenty
different places in the last 2 years. IND felt that he was being harassed by
LA County Sheriff Deputies and decided to camp on his lot. IND is signed
up for services with TPC. IND stated that he has no family in the area. IND
currently has two vehicles parked on site. Both vehicles need updated
registration and one vehicle needs a new part which is on its way.
OC updated Susan Duenas, Public Safety Manager.
OC and Deputy Esopinoza canvassed the vacant lot on the North side of
PCH across from Bluffs Park. There were many encampments that
appeared to be abandoned. One encampment was occupied.Male, 30s,
has resided in Malibu for many years and is working with TPC.
OC assisted serving lunch. Approximately 35 INDs received a meal.
Somewhere around half of those INDs are current clients of the Malibu
Labor Exchange.
OC received a call from Deputy Espinoza regarding a homeless individual
that was hit and killed on PCH. The accident occurred at approximately
2:30 AM. As of now, the body has not been identified. The IND was not
carrying ID.
OC canvassed the empty lot on Civic Center Way to check for re-established encampments. A
concerned resident stated that an IND was spotted twice and a large amount of garbage was
accumulating. OC did not locate an IND, encampment or large trash pile. OC to continue to
monitor the location.
OC engaged IND male who stated that he received a letter from the IRS Stimulus department. A
card was sent out on January 6th, however, IND did not receive it. OC contacted the given
phone number to request a replacement. It will take a week to 10 days to arrive.
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OC connected IND to TPC. IND would like to begin the housing process. IND has made several
attempts over the last year to connect to TPC. IND was not able to follow through until today.
Kay Gabbard, Homeless Services Volunteer, gave notification of the upcoming COVID-19
Vaccination program to take place on March 19th at 11:30 AM. OC to notify INDs about this
event.
OC transported IND male to view a unit in N. Hollywood. IND likes the apartment and is ready to
sign the lease. INDs CM will fill out the online application, set up an inspection, and will update
OC and IND next week.

Westlake Village:
OC received an email from LAHSA stating they made contact with IND at Duncan Donuts on
T.O. Blvd.
OC attempted to locate IND near Duncan Donuts on T.O. Blvd and Reyes Adobe Rd. IND was
not at his spot. Due to the rain, IND must have a dry spot that OC is unaware of. IND was
contacted by LAHSA and OC wants to follow up with IND.
OC canvassed Westlake Community Park. No contact

Other Activities:
OC participated in the Malibu Homeless Working Group meeting.
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